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Abstract

In this master project, we investigate the current-perpendicular-to-the-
plane transport across graphene-silicon interfaces, using macroscopic elec-
trical transport as well as nanoscopic probing capability of Ballistic Elec-
tron Emission Microscopy (BEEM). Such interfaces between graphene and
silicon act as effective energy filters and are of interest for diverse appli-
cations in optoelectronics and nanoelectronics. However, realizing a large
area and uniform interface between graphene and silicon for devices is
a challenge, primarily due to fabrication processes which influence the
electrical transport due to inhomogeneities in the graphene layer and thus
at the graphene-Si interface. In this thesis, we develop different fabrica-
tion schemes using both mechanically exfoliated graphene and chemical
vapour deposited (CVD) graphene to prepare graphene devices on both
n-type and p-type Si. All these devices were capped with an Au film. Both
types of devices exhibited similar macroscopic electrical transport char-
acteristics. From the nanoscale BEEM measurements, the lateral inhomo-
geneity in charge transport and barrier height were observed. Moreover,
we have also studied the transport of scattered carriers in monolayer gra-
phene using the reverse mode in BEEM and found that the transmission is
comparable to that of the forward case. Our studies also revealed signifi-
cant elastic scattering, due to band structure mismatch as well as structural
defects at the Au/graphene interface. A different set of graphene/n-Si de-
vices with no top Au layer was also fabricated and their electrical character-
istics were compared with those devices with a top Au film. Macroscopic
temperature dependence of all such devices showed a large decrease in
the Schottky barrier height from 0.99 eV at room temperature to 0.45 eV at
100 K accompanied by an increasing ideality factor. However, this device
exhibited unconventional BEEM transport such as extremely high BEEM
transmission and absence of a clear threshold voltage in some regions.
Furthermore, hole current was collected for hole injection in the R-BEEM
mode. Such features observed for this device suggest that the transport is
not by hot electrons but represents a permeable base transport regime at
local regions due to shorts and inhomogeneities in the graphene layer and
which can be accessed when using such a nanoscale transport scheme.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

Extensive research has been conducted on charge and spin transport in
graphene since it was first exfoliated onto SiO2 substrate by the means
of micro-mechanical cleavage of graphite using adhesive tapes in 2004 [1].
Exceptional electronic and spin transport properties of graphene have been
demonstrated in the form of high carrier mobilities up to 200, 000 cm2V−1s−1

[2] and long spin relaxation lengths on the order of several microns [3].
However, most of these studies have investigated the in-plane charge and
spin transport in graphene and there has been significantly less research
conducted on the out-of-plane transport in graphene and its interface with
semiconductors like silicon (Si).

Due to the linear energy-momentum dispersion relation and lack of an
energy band gap in graphene [1], it behaves as a metal with zero density
of states at the charge neutrality point. Therefore, a Schottky barrier is
formed at the interface when graphene is brought into contact with a semi-
conductor [4]. Such a Schottky barrier formed between graphene and a
semiconductor can have a wide range of technological applications and is
ongoing research interest [5–8]. Graphene has the advantage over conven-
tional metals since its Fermi level (EF) can be tuned easily by electrostatic
gating and can thus exhibit a tunable Schottky barrier, as was demon-
strated by Yang et al. in the form of a graphene barristor [7]. The use of
graphene-silicon Schottky diodes has been demonstrated as chemical sen-
sor since the workfunction of graphene can be altered by different chemical
doping [9, 10]. Moreover, the high optical transparency and electrical con-
ductivity of graphene have been utilized for solar-cell application [8] and
as efficient metal-semiconductor-metal photodetector [11].

The research presented in this thesis investigates vertical hot carrier
transport across graphene/silicon Schottky interfaces at the nanoscale us-
ing the technique of Ballistic Electron (Hole) Emission Microscopy or
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BE(H)EM. The BE(H)EM technique allows the injection of ’hot’ carriers
with energies of few eV above(below) the EF and with a confined di-
rectionality, which makes it possible to study the local variation of the
out-of-plane transport properties with nanoscale precision. Further, this
technique could be used to probe ballistic transport and scattered carrier
transport across graphene/Si interfaces and throw light on the consequence
of the unique band structure of graphene on hot carrier transport as com-
pared to other conventional metals.

This thesis primarily focuses on the fabrication and characterization of
graphene-Si Schottky diodes with n-type Si and p-type Si to study hot elec-
tron and hot hole transport respectively using BE(H)EM and macroscopic
current-voltage (I-V) measurements. n-type (100) Si substrates with a dop-
ing level of 1015 cm−3 and an initial 300 nm layer of SiO2 on top were used
for the graphene/n-Si devices and p-type (100) Si substrates with a doping
level of 1015 cm−3 and an initial 310 nm layer of SiO2 on top were used for
the graphene/p-Si devices. The research started off with mechanically ex-
foliated graphene for which a unique pick-up transfer technique [12] was
adopted to efficiently locate and position few layer graphene (FLG) flakes
in the device area. Thereafter, devices with large area chemical vapour
deposited (CVD) graphene were fabricated to study the transport across
single layer graphene (SLG)/Si interfaces. The direct injection of hot car-
riers in graphene by the BEEM technique has not been demonstrated and
hence to ensure hot carrier injection from the STM tip, the graphene was
capped with 20 nm of Au, which also served as the top contact to graphene.
This thin film of Au also shielded the electric field of the STM tip and pre-
vented it from affecting the graphene/Si interface. Local Schottky barrier
heights (SBH) could be extracted for these devices from the corresponding
BE(H)EM spectra. A graphene/n-Si device, with CVD graphene on which
no top Au film was deposited, exhibited unconventional BEEM transport
characteristics. The device fabrication and the transport characteristics are
discussed in the rest of this thesis.
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Chapter 2

Theory

2.1 Graphene’s electronic properties

Graphene is a strictly two-dimensional material composed of carbon atoms
arranged in an one-atom thick honeycomb lattice. The carbon atoms in gra-
phene are sp2-hybridized (fig. 2.1a) leading to a trigonal planar structure.
The sp2 orbitals form σ bonds with a filled shell and a deep valence band.
These bonds are responsible for the exceptional structural rigidity and ro-
bustness of graphene. The unhybridized pz orbital lies perpendicular to
the planar structure and forms a π bond (fig. 2.1c). The pz orbitals are half-
filled and thus the π bonds form a cloud of delocalized electrons which are
responsible for electrical conduction in graphene.

Figure 2.2 shows the electronic band structure of graphene. The con-
duction and valence bands touch each other at the Dirac points (K and K′),
making graphene a zero-energy gap semiconductor.

The remarkable electronic properties of graphene arise from the linear
dispersion around the K points for |E| < 1 eV. The wave vector can be
written as k = K + q, with

∣∣∣∣∣∣q∣∣∣∣∣∣� ||K||. The dispersion of charge carriers is
linear and is given by:

E±(q) ≈ ±vF~
∣∣∣∣∣∣q∣∣∣∣∣∣ (2.1)

where q is the momentum measured relatively to the Dirac points and vF

is the Fermi velocity, which has a value of ∼ 106 m/s.

2.2 Schottky barrier formation

When a metal and a semiconductor are brought into contact, free charge
carriers will move from one material into the other due to a mismatch in
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(a)

(b) (c)

Figure 2.1: (a) Energy-orbital schematics depicting sp2-hybridization in car-
bon atom. The red arrows depict the electron spins. (b) The orbitals of a
sp2-hybridized carbon atom.(c) This figure illustrates the σ (in red) and the
π (just one showed with the dashed line) bonds in graphene

their Fermi levels. There will be a non-zero net charge flow until a thermal
equilibrium is established resulting in the alignment of the Fermi lev-
els. Depending on the doping type of the semiconductor, the charge-flow
will result in depleted donors or acceptors in the semiconductor near the
metal/semiconductor (M/S) interface. An electric field will be created due
to the space charge across the M/S interface which will cause band-bending
in the semiconductor close to the interface, resulting in the formation of a
potential barrier between the metal and the semiconductor. This rectifying
potential barrier for electronic transport across a M/S interface is called the
Schottky barrier.

The equilibrated band-alignment of a metal with a work function (φM)
in contact with n-type and p-type semiconductors with electron affinities
(χ) are shown in figure 2.3. EF(M/S) is the aligned Fermi level, Eg is the
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Figure 2.2: The electronic band structure of graphene. The conduction and
valance bands touch at the Dirac points K and K′. On the right is a magnified
view of the energy bands in the vicinity of a Dirac point. (Image adopted
from ref. [13])

semiconductor energy band-gap, Evac is the vacuum level, Wd is the width
of the depletion layer in the semiconductor, φB(n) and φB(p) are the Schottky
barrier heights with the n- and p-type semiconductors, respectively.

2.2.1 Schottky barrier height

In the ideal case, the Schottky barrier height depends on the workfunction
of the metal (φM) and the electron affinity of the semiconductor (χ) and is
given by:

φB(n) = φM − χ (2.2)

for an n-type semiconductor, and:

φB(p) = Eg − (φM − χ) (2.3)

for a p-type semiconductor with band-gap Eg. The relations 2.2, 2.3 are
called the Schottky-Mott equations. This model primarily assumes that:
(a) when the metal and the semiconductor are brought into contact, the
surface dipole contribution to φM and χ does not change and (b) that the
semiconductor forms an ideal contact with the metal and there are no
localized states present at the interface.
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Figure 2.3: Energy band diagrams representing Schottky barriers formed
between a metal and: (a) an n-type semiconductor, (b) a p-type semicon-
ductor.

2.2.2 Depletion layer

As mentioned in section 2.2, the net transfer of charge carriers during
the formation of a Schottky barrier results into a space charge region in
the semiconductor which is depleted of mobile charge carriers. Since the
number of electronic states in the metal ( 1024 cm−3) is several orders of
magnitude higher than the amount of donor or acceptor density in the
semiconductor ( 1015 cm−3), the band-bending in the metal is negligible
and the depletion layer primarily forms in the semiconductor. The width
of this layer (Wd) for n-type semiconductors is given by [14]:

Wd =

√
2εS

eND

(
VBI − V −

kBT
e

)
, (2.4)

where εS is the semiconductor permittivity, ND is the donor concentration,
VBI is the built-in potential, V is the applied bias across the barrier, kB is the
Boltzmann constant, T is the absolute temperature and e is the electronic
charge . For the n-type Si devices fabricated in this project, Wd was calcu-
lated to be 782 nm, with ND = 1015 cm−3,VBI = 0.5 V, εS = 11.7ε0 and V = 0.

The electric field generated due to the space charge in the depletion
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layer at a distance x from the interface is given by:

|E (x)| =
eND

εS
(Wd − x) 0 ≤ x ≤Wd, (2.5)

The electric field is maximum at the interface (x = 0) and is given by:

EM (x) =
eNDWd

εS
(2.6)

For our n-type Si devices, EM = 1.21 × 106 V/m.

2.3 Electronic transport across Schottky barriers

Charge transport across a Schottky barrier can occur by the means of three
different charge transport mechanisms [14, 15]:

1. Thermionic emission over the barrier.

2. Thermally assisted tunnelling through the barrier.

3. Direct tunnelling through the barrier.

The three transport mechanisms across a Schottky barrier formed be-
tween a metal and an n-type semiconductor are schematically depicted in
figure 2.4. Transport by thermionic emission is the most significant trans-
port mechanism for our devices and is described in the following section.
On the other hand, direct tunnelling is highly unexpected since the Si sub-
strates have a doping concentration of 1015 cm−3, resulting in a depletion
width larger than 1 µm, which is too large for direct tunnelling.

2.3.1 Thermionic emission

The thermionic emission model describes the charge transport across an
ideal Schottky barrier. It assumes that all electrons in an n-type semicon-
ductor with kinetic energy in the direction perpendicular to the interface
towards the metal greater than eVbi, are capable to surmount the Schottky
barrier and contribute to the current flowing from the semiconductor to
the metal (IS→M). Here, eVbi corresponds to the energy difference between
the top of the Schottky barrier and the flat conduction band of the n-type
semiconductor. At thermal equilibrium, IS→M = IM→S, where IM→S is the
current flowing from the metal to the semiconductor. Thus there is no
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Figure 2.4: Schottky barrier formed between a metal and an n-type semi-
conductor under a forward bias V. The three charge transport mechanisms
are (a) thermionic emission, (b) thermally assisted tunnelling and (c) direct
tunnelling.

net current flow across the barrier. When an external forward bias V is
applied, IS→M > IM→S and the net current flowing across the interface at a
temperature T is given by:

I (V) = ISat

[
exp

( eV
kBT

)
− 1

]
(2.7)

where, kB is the Boltzmann constant and Isat is the reverse saturation
current flowing from the metal to the semiconductor, given by:

ISat = AA∗T2 exp
(
−

eφB

kBT

)
(2.8)

where, A is the area of the M/S interface, φB is the barrier height mea-
sured from the Fermi level of the metal to the top of the barrier and A∗ is
the Richardson constant:

A∗ =
4πem∗ek2

B

h3 (2.9)

where, m∗e is the effective mass of the electron in the semiconductor.
The effects of quantum mechanical transmission and electric field-

enhanced emission are taken into account by the effective Richardson con-
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stant A∗∗. Effective Richardson constants of 112 Acm−2K−2 and 32 Acm−2K−2

have been used in this thesis for thermionic emission model fittings for
n-type Si and p-type Si respectively.

There can be other transport processes co-existing with thermionic
emission that scales exponentially with the applied bias, thermally assisted
tunnelling for example. An extra term η, known as the ideality factor of the
diode, is incorporated in the equation describing thermionic emission as
a measure of how ideally the transport is thermionic. A value of η = 1
corresponds to transport through pure thermionic emission. However, in
practice, almost all diodes have η > 1. Equation 2.7 now becomes:

I (V) = AA∗∗T2 exp
(
−

eφB

kBT

) [
exp

(
eV
ηkBT

)
− 1

]
(2.10)

2.4 Ballistic-electron emission microscopy

Ballistic-electron emission microscopy (BEEM) [16] is a technique used to
study the transport of non-equilibrium charge carriers across buried in-
terfaces at the nanoscale. It is essentially a modified form of the scanning
tunnelling microscope (STM) with an additional bottom contact (the BEEM
collection contact). The basic schematics of BEEM is shown in figure 2.5.
An STM tip is used to inject a distribution of hot electrons into the metal
overlayer by applying a variable voltage bias (VT) between the tip and the
metal. A constant tunnelling current (IT) is maintained by electronic feed-
back. The injected hot electrons undergo scattering in the metal base and
those fulfilling the necessary energy and momentum criteria overcome the
Schottky barrier at the M/S interface and are collected into the conduction
band of the n-type semiconductor. These collected electrons are recorded
in the form of the BEEM current. When a p-type semiconductor is used,
holes are injected by the STM tip by reversing the polarity of VT and the
technique is then called ballistic hole emission microscopy (BHEM).

The BEEM technique has been used extensively to study hot electron
transport at the nanoscale in thin films and multilayers using conventional
semiconductors in a current-perpendicular-to-the-plane (CPP) geometry
[17–19]. Energy-resolved charge carrier transport across buried layers
and interfaces and its spatial dependence can be studied using BEEM.
Transport parameters like the local Schottky barrier heights, hot electron
attenuation lengths and information about their scattering mechanisms
can be extracted using this technique.

The BEEM spectroscopy mode is used to study the local transport char-
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Figure 2.5: Schematics of the BEEM setup along with the electrical connec-
tions. A constant tunnel current IT of hot electrons is injected by the STM
tip into the metallic overlayer at variable tunnel voltages VT. The injection
and acceptance cones are depicted by the orange cones (base diameter ≈
1 nm). The electrons that can overcome the Schottky barrier are collected
by the semiconductor and are detected as BEEM current IB.

acteristics of hot electrons across M/S interfaces in CPP geometry. The
corresponding energy level diagram of a metal/n-type semiconductor in-
terface to be studied using BEEM along with a typical BEEM spectra are
shown in figure 2.6. As the tip bias (VT) is swept to higher negative values,
the tip injects a distribution of hot electrons with higher energies above the
Fermi level of the metal across the vacuum barrier. When these electrons
have sufficient energy to overcome the Schottky barrier at the M/S inter-
face, they are transported ballistically across the interface and are collected
as the BEEM current (IB), which is plotted as a function of VT. At a certain
value of the tip bias, there is an onset of the BEEM transmission. This
threshold value(VTh) corresponds to the Schottky barrier height (φB), i.e.
φB = eVTh.

2.4.1 Hot electrons

Electrons (holes) with energies higher (lower) than few tenths of an electron
volt (eV) above (below) the Fermi level (EF) of the system, are called "hot"
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Figure 2.6: Energy level diagram of a metal/n-type semiconductor interface
with a negatively biased STM tip. Hot electrons are injected into the metal
by the STM tip across the vacuum barrier. The electrons fulfilling the energy
and momentum criteria overcomes the Schottky barrier at the MS interface
and are collected by the semiconductor. On the right, a typical BEEM spectra
is shown. The BEEM transmission (IB) is plotted against the tip bias (VT).
The threshold eVTh corresponds to the Schottky barrier height (φB)

electrons (holes). The charge carriers responsible for electrical conductivity
in solids have energies of few kBT (≈ 25 meV at 300 K) above or below EF.
If we equate eV = kBT for electron energies of 1 eV above EF, it would
yield a temperature value ≈ 12000 K. Thus, such energies of the charge
carriers are not easily accessible by raising the temperature of the material.
However, using the technique of BEEM, it is possible to inject hot charge
carriers with energies of up to 10 eV above (below) the EF of the metallic
layer for electrons (holes).

The study of hot electron phenomena is of particular interest since the
scattering mechanisms for hot electrons are fundamentally different from
that for electrons at EF. This is because of the presence of empty states above
the EF for the hot electrons to scatter into unlike the thermal electrons at
EF where the energy levels are filled. According to Fermi’s golden rule,
hot electrons injected at an energy of eVT above EF, can scatter into all the
unoccupied states between eVT and EF, as described by the Fermi-Dirac
distribution:

F (E) =
1

1 + exp
(

E−EF
kBT

) (2.11)
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For the hot electrons, inelastic electron-electron (e− e) scattering is thus
the predominant form of scattering unlike the electrons at EF, where elastic
and quasi-elastic scattering are more dominant. Coulomb interaction with
electrons below the EF is responsible for the inelastic scattering of the hot
electrons, during which the hot electrons lose a large part of their energy.
Elastic scattering, primarily caused due to band structure mismatch and at
defects and impurity sites in the metal, is also present to an extent depend-
ing on the degree of the band structure mismatch and the density of lattice
defects and impurities. This causes the broadening of the momentum dis-
tribution of the injected hot electrons but their energy is conserved during
elastic scattering events. Quasi-elastic scattering of the hot electrons with
phonons causes an energy loss of the order of kBT, which is considered
insignificant compared to the initial energy of the injected hot electrons.
If the hot electrons reach the M/S interface without undergoing elastic or
inelastic scattering, thus conserving their initial energy and momentum,
they are referred to as "ballistic" electrons, which under ideal situation,
form the major contribution to the collected current (IB).

The following sections discuss about hot electron transport, but the
arguments also hold true for hot holes unless otherwise mentioned.

Hot electron transport in BEEM

The hot electron transport in BEEM consists of the following four steps:

1. Injection of hot electrons from the STM tip into the metal base

2. Transport through the metal base

3. Transmission across the M/S interface

4. Collection and transport through the semiconductor

2.4.2 Tunnel injection of hot charge carriers

The potential difference applied between the STM tip and the metal base
(VT) determines the energy of the injected charge carriers, which tunnel
across the vacuum barrier. This causes a distribution of the energy and
momentum of the injected hot electrons as shown in the energy level
schematics in figure 2.6. The tunnelling of the non-equilibrium charge
carriers from the tip to the metal base is considered to obey the planar
tunnelling theory [20] and voltage spectroscopy measurements with BEEM
have been shown to agree well with this theory [21]. A sharply-peaked
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distribution of the injected electrons perpendicular to the M/S interface is
obtained when VT is close to the threshold value (VTh), with the electrons
having a very small component of momentum parallel to the interface, i.e.
k‖ � k⊥.

2.4.3 Transport through the metal base

While traversing through the metal base, the hot electrons undergo scat-
tering which causes their energy and momentum distribution to broaden.
The hot electron attenuation can be described by an energy-dependent
single parameter called the attenuation length λ(E). The attenuation of
the BEEM transmission can be described by an exponentially decaying
function depending on the metal film thickness d and the injection angle θ
away from the surface:

IB(E)
IT
∝ exp

[
−

d · cos(θ)
λ(E)

]
(2.12)

Since the injected electrons have approximately zero component of
momentum parallel to the interface (k‖ ≈ 0), it can be assumed that cos(θ) ≈
1, thus simplifying the equation.

2.4.4 Scattering mechanisms

The most important scattering processes occur in the metal base and at
the interface. Four different type of scattering processes are depicted in
figure 2.7 and discussed below:

1. Pure ballistic transport: Ballistic transport of the injected hot elec-
trons occurs when they do not undergo any form of elastic or inelastic
scattering processes, such that their energy and momentum are con-
served, from injection and until collection. The electrons travelling
ballistically through the metal base have sufficient energy (depending
on VT and φB) to overcome the Schottky barrier at the M/S interface
and contribute largely to the BEEM current (IB).

2. Inelastic scattering: Electron-electron (e − e) scattering in the metal
base is the predominant form of inelastic scattering of the injected hot
electrons. Such inelastic scattering events result in the loss of half of
the initial electron energy. Therefore, at low tip biases, inelastically
scattered electrons will not have sufficient energy to overcome the
Schottky barrier. However, at tip bias greater than at least twice the
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Figure 2.7: Schematic representation of four different scattering mechanisms
in forward-biased BEEM: (1) pure ballistic transport (green), (2) inelastic
scattering in the metal base (blue) which can lead to excitation of secondary
electrons, (3) elastic scattering (red) at lattice defects and impurities (shown
as X) in the metal or at the interface and (4) impact ionization (orange) in the
semiconductor resulting in the formation of e-h pair. Electrons are depicted
with the solid circles while the hollow circles represent holes.

Schottky barrier height, inelastic collision might result in the gener-
ation of a secondary electron with enough energy to overcome the
Schottky barrier at the interface, in addition to the primary electron
which still possess an energy higher than the Schottky barrier, thereby
increasing IB.

The injected carriers may also lose energy through phonon scatter-
ing, but the energy loss during such scattering events (≈ 10 meV) is
considered insignificant [17] when compared to the initial energy of
the injected carriers which is few eV’s above the EF. On the other
hand, inelastic scattering through plasmonic excitation can be ruled
out since the energy required for plasmonic excitation is much higher
than the energies of the injected carriers in BEEM [17].

3. Elastic scattering: Elastic scattering can occur due to band structure
mismatch or at grain boundaries, impurities, lattice defects and any
other inhomogeneities in general. This type of scattering broadens
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the momentum distribution of the injected ballistic electrons but their
total kinetic energy is conserved. Since the BEEM transmission is also
dependent on the momentum of the electrons reaching the interface,
elastic scattering will cause a difference in the magnitude and spectral
shape of the BEEM spectra and decrease the lateral resolution.

4. Impact ionization: When a high energy electron enters the semi-
conductor, it can scatter with an electron in the valence band of
the semiconductor and excite this electron to the conduction band,
thereby creating an electron-hole pair. This excited electron will then
also contribute to the BEEM current. This process is known as impact
ionization. The incident electron must possess an energy in excess
of twice the semiconductor bandgap over the threshold for impact
ionization to occur. The experiments in this project have been per-
formed with injected electrons having energies below 2.2 eV, ruling
out the possibility of impact ionization.

2.4.5 Transport across the metal-semiconductor interface

Charge carrier transport across the Schottky barrier at the M/S interface
depends on the energy and momentum of the incoming carriers. Assuming
the electrons follow the two-dimensional free electron model, their energy
can be expressed as:

E =
~2

2m

(
k2
⊥ + k2

‖

)
= E⊥ + E‖ (2.13)

where, m is the rest mass of the electron, k⊥ and k‖ are the momentum of
the electron perpendicular and parallel to the M/S interface, respectively.
The energy of the electron at the maximum of the Schottky barrier is then
given by:

E =
~2

2m∗
(
k2
⊥s + k2

‖s

)
+ EF − eV + φB (2.14)

where, m∗ is the effective mass of the electron in the semiconductor, EF is
the Fermi energy, φB is the Schottky barrier height and ks denotes momen-
tum components in the semiconductor. Transmission across the Schottky
barrier requires the conservation of the transverse momentum parallel to
the interface. From this condition, an analytical expression for the max-
imum allowed k‖s can be derived. The above condition holds ideally for
fully epitaxial interfaces because any defects may break the symmetry and
therefore the conservation of parallel momentum would no longer hold
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true. However, in practice, transverse momentum conservation has been
also reported for non-epitaxial Au/Si interfaces [22]. An expression for E‖
can be obtained by equating equations 2.13 and 2.14 as follows:

E‖ =
m∗

m −m∗
(
E⊥ − E⊥s − EF + eV − φB

)
(2.15)

E‖ would be maximum if E⊥s = 0, i.e. the energy of the electron perpen-
dicular to the interface upon crossing the Schottky barrier is zero. There-
fore, the maximum allowed parallel component of the electron momentum
can be calculated from the following expression:

Emax
‖

=
~2

2m
kmax
⊥

2 =
m∗

m −m∗
(
E⊥ − EF + eV − φB

)
(2.16)

If the electron has greater parallel component of momentum than that
corresponding to Emax

‖
, it cannot cross the M/S interface and will be reflected

back into the metal base.
The existence of a maximum allowed parallel momentum necessarily

implies that there is also a minimum limit on the perpendicular momen-
tum, expressed by:

Emin
⊥

= EF −
(
eV − φB

)
(2.17)

The conservation of transverse momentum leads to the definition of a
hypothetical acceptance cone in the semiconductor with an opening angle
(θA) given by:

sin2 θA =
m∗

m
eV − φB

EF + eV
(2.18)

Any electrons travelling with an energy of eV in the metal towards the
M/S interface and with higher angles than θA, will be completely reflected
back into the metal.

2.4.6 BEEM transport models

According to the planar tunnelling theory, the tunnelling current flowing
between the STM tip and the metal base can be expressed as:

IT = A

∞∫
0

T (E⊥) dE⊥

∞∫
0

[
f (E) − f (E + eVT)

]
dE‖ (2.19)
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where, E ⊥ and E ‖ are defined by equation 2.13, T denotes the tun-
nelling probability of an electron across the vacuum barrier, A is a constant
term related to the effective tunnelling area, f (E) is the Fermi distribution
function and VT is the applied tip bias.

The Bell-Kaiser (BK) model [16, 23] is widely used to describe the BEEM
transmission, according to which, the BEEM transmission is a fraction of
the tunnelling current which is transmitted ballistically across the M/S
interface and satisfying the conditions discussed in the previous section
(2.4.5). The BK model defines the BEEM transmission as:

IB = AR

∞∫
Emin
⊥

T (E⊥) dE⊥

Emax
‖∫

0

[
f (E) − f (E + eVT)

]
dE‖ (2.20)

where, R is a measure of attenuation due to scattering in the metal
base and at the M/S interface, assumed to be energy-independent in this
formalism. Emin

⊥
and Emax

‖
have been already defined in equations 2.17 and

2.16, respectively.
For values of VT close to φB, i.e. near the threshold, the equations 2.19

and 2.20 predict:

IB ∝ IT

(
VT − φB

)2
(2.21)

This threshold behaviour of a quadratic onset assumes classical trans-
mission across the M/S interface with a parabolic conduction band min-
imum in the semiconductor. Another model was proposed by Ludeke
and Prietsch, the LP model, which took into consideration the effects of
quantum-mechanical transmission across the M/S interface [17]. Accord-

ing to the LP model, IB ∝ IT

(
VT − φB

) 5
2 . However, it was observed that near

the threshold regime, no significant difference between the two models can
be resolved beyond experimental error. The BK model has been used for
Schottky barrier extraction from the BEEM spectra in this thesis.

2.4.7 Scattering (Reverse) ballistic electron emission mi-
croscopy (RBEEM)

In normal BEEM experiments, carriers of the majority type depending on
the semiconductor used for collection, are injected by the STM tip. This
means injection of hot electrons when n-type semiconductor is used and
injection of hot holes when p-type semiconductor is used. In order to study
scattered carrier transport, another BEEM technique is used: scattering
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Figure 2.8: Energy level diagram for Reverse BEEM (RBEEM) experiments
in which the tip bias polarity is reversed causing injection of hot holes into
the metal base. The hot holes undergo inelastic scattering and generate
secondary electrons and holes. The distribution of the secondary electrons
is depicted by the red line above EF(M/SC). Among them, the ones with
sufficient energy and momentum can cross the Schottky barrier and are
collected by the semiconductor.

(reverse) BEEM. In this technique, the polarity of the tip bias is reversed
such that the tip now injects hot holes when an n-type semiconductor is
used (fig. 2.8).

The injected holes cannot be directly collected by the n-type semicon-
ductor due to energy and momentum restrictions. However, these holes
scatter inelastically in the metal base with other electrons and transfer a
part of energy to these electrons, generating a distribution of secondary
electrons above EF(M/SC). The maximum kinetic energy that can be trans-
ferred to an electron during such a scattering event is EF(M/SC) + eVT. If the
secondary electrons have sufficient energy and momentum to overcome
the Schottky barrier at the M/S interface, they are collected by the semicon-
ductor and contribute to the BEEM current (IB) with a same sign and same
absolute value for the threshold voltage as in forward BEEM experiments.
But due to the different functional energy distributions of the primary and
secondary electrons, the BEEM transmission near the threshold is now
described by a smoother onset:

IB ∝ IT

(
VT − φB

)4
(2.22)

With RBEEM spectroscopy we can thus study the transport of inelasti-
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Figure 2.9: Energy level diagram for ballistic hole emission microscopy
(BHEM). The tip injects a distribution of hot holes into the metal base and
those with sufficient energy and momentum, overcome the Schottky bar-
rier at the interface and are collected in the valance band of the p-type
semiconductor.

cally scattered carriers in the metal base.

2.4.8 Ballistic hole emission microscopy (BHEM)

When a p-type semiconductor is used and hot holes are injected by the
STM tip into the metal base, the technique is called ballistic hole emission
microscopy (BHEM). The working principle of BHEM is similar to that of
BEEM. The injected hot holes fulfilling the energy and momentum criteria
to overcome the Schottky barrier at the M/S interface, are collected by
the valance band of the p-type semiconductor. The BHEM current has

identical threshold behaviour as in BEEM: IB ∝ IT

(
VT − φB

)2
. But there is

an asymmetry between ballistic hole and electron spectroscopies because
in BEEM, the higher energy electrons are collected at a position where the
number distribution versus energy of the electrons is maximum, whereas
in BHEM, holes from the tail of a similar distribution are collected (fig.
2.9).

Reverse BHEM technique is also similar to RBEEM technique as dis-
cussed in section 2.4.7. In case of RBHEM, hot electrons are injected by tip
and secondary holes generated by inelastic scattering of the injected hot
electrons are collected by the p-type semiconductor.

BHEM and RBHEM techniques have been used to investigate hot hole
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and scattered carrier transport across graphene/p-type Si interfaces in this
project.
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Chapter 3

Device Fabrication and
Measurement Techniques

3.1 Device fabrication

In this section, the device fabrication schemes for the different graphene/Si
devices are discussed.

3.1.1 Wafer processing for BEEM substrates

For all the devices fabricated for BEEM measurements, 4" Si (p-doped
and n-doped) wafers with thermally grown SiO2 (300 nm for n-Si and
310 nm for p-Si) were used as starting substrates. Figure 3.1 schematically
represents the different steps of the wafer processing as discussed below:

• The first step is to deposit a back Ohmic contact for the BEEM sub-
strates through which the BEEM current is collected during the BEEM
measurements. The top of the wafer is protected against etching
with a hard-baked photoresist (PR) before the bottom layer of SiO2 is
etched by buffered hydrofluoric acid (BHF, a mixture of HF and am-
monium fluoride(NH4F)). The exposed bottom surface of Si is then
hydrogen terminated (passivated) and any thin layer of native oxide
formed is also etched by treating it with 1% HF just before loading
the wafer into the electron beam evaporation chamber where Cr/Au
(15/100 nm) back contact is deposited.

• In the next step, the hard-baked PR from the top surface is removed
and it is re-coated with PR for UV lithography (UVL). Substrate
markers are then defined by UVL.
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Figure 3.1: Si wafer processing steps for BEEM devices. Note that only one
device is represented in the top view, while the actual 4" wafer consists of
81 such devices that are diced from the wafer after the completion of the
processing steps.
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• After developing, the wafer is loaded into the electron beam evapo-
ration chamber where Cr is deposited as the substrate markers.

• Following a lift-off step, the top surface of the wafer is again coated
with PR for a UVL step to define the circular device area (with a
diameter of 150 µm) on each substrate at the centre. After the UVL
step, developing the wafer leaves the PR on the top surface with
circular holes exposing the SiO2 underneath. The PR is then hard-
baked to ensure only the exposed regions of SiO2 is etched by BHF
to form the circular Si device regions during later fabrication steps.

• The wafer is then diced into 81 separate BEEM substrates of dimen-
sions 6.5×6.5 mm2.

All of the wafer processing steps had been optimized in earlier works
in this group, such as the choice of resist, UVL parameters, developing
time of the PR, choice of materials for markers and back contact, in order
to be compatible with the requirements for BEEM device fabrication and
measurements.

3.1.2 Wet chemical treatment

Before the transfer of graphene or deposition of Au on a BEEM substrate, a
number of wet etching steps are performed. The substrate is treated with
BHF for about 10 minutes to ensure complete etching of the 300/310 nm
SiO2 at the device area which is not protected by the hard-baked PR, thus
exposing the Si underneath. The substrate is then stored in cleanroom
conditions for one day to let a thin layer of native oxide grow on the
exposed Si. The hard-baked PR is removed on the next day by treating
the substrate with fuming nitric acid (HNO3) for 10 minutes, followed
by ultrasonication in deionized (DI) water. Finally a 1% HF etching step
(around 2 minutes) is performed to remove native oxide and to hydrogen-
terminate the Si device area. The hydrogen termination causes surface
passivation of the Si in the device area and ensures the prevention of
further oxidation before graphene transfer or metal deposition, which are
generally carried out within 10 minutes after the 1% HF etching step. All
the etching steps are followed by DI water rinse to ensure the removal of
the chemicals.
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Figure 3.2: Steps involved in the exfoliated graphene transfer by pick-up
technique. The steps are described in the text.
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3.1.3 Graphene transfer

Devices with exfoliated graphene as well as chemical vapour deposited
(CVD) graphene were fabricated. In both the cases, the graphene was
transferred on top of Si within 10 minutes of the final 1% HF step on the
BEEM substrates to eliminate the chances of having a native oxide between
the graphene/Si interface. The transfer of exfoliated graphene and CVD
graphene involved different steps which are discussed below:

Exfoliated graphene transfer by pick-up technique

Figure 3.2 shows the different steps involved in exfoliated graphene trans-
fer by the pick-up technique [12], as described below:

Graphene flakes were exfoliated from a piece of highly ordered py-
rolytic graphite (HOPG) with the help of an adhesive tape. Several layers
of graphite stick to this tape which need further micro-mechanical cleav-
age with several other adhesive tapes. This process of exfoliation from one
tape to another is repeated few times to gradually reduce the number of
flakes on the final tape. This final tape is now placed over a glass slide
coated with a thin film of polycarbonate (PC, Sigma Aldrich, 6% dissolved
in chloroform). As the tape is removed, graphene flakes (single layers to
many layers) stick to the polymer on the glass slide. The glass slide is then
optically investigated to locate single layer (SLG) and few layer graphene
(FLG) flakes and their respective positions are marked on the glass slide.

In the next step, an adhesive tape with a square-shaped hole cut in its
middle is placed over the glass slide such that the hole is directly over the
top of the marked region where graphene flakes have been located. As the
tape is taken off the glass slide, the polymer film sticks to it along with the
graphene flakes. This tape is now placed over a clean polydimethylsiloxane
(PDMS) stamp affixed on another glass slide such that the square hole of
the tape (now covered with the polymer film with graphene) is positioned
directly on top of the PDMS stamp. This PDMS stamp is now pressed onto
the device area of a substrate after careful alignment in a mask aligner.
The substrate is then heated upto 150◦ C to melt the polymer such that the
graphene is transferred onto the device area.

This process also leaves some polymer on top of the graphene and on
the substrate but it should be noted that the polymer is hardly present
between graphene and Si. The substrate is then cleaned with chloroform
for 15 minutes and isopropyl alcohol (IPA) for 30 seconds to remove the
polymer film on top of the substrate. This pick-up technique for exfoliated
graphene transfer was adapted to get larger graphene flakes and to suc-
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Figure 3.3: Steps involved in the CVD graphene transfer by PDMS stamping.
An optical image acquired after the graphene transfer is also shown and the
CVD graphene on top of SiO2 can be seen to form a continuous layer with
some cracks and folds. The steps are described in the text.

cessfully position them in the device area of the substrates, so that they are
relatively easy to locate by the STM tip during BEEM measurements.

CVD graphene transfer by PDMS stamping

The CVD graphene used for this thesis was obtained from Graphenea [24]
and it was found more suitable to be transferred by PDMS stamping as
compared to other methods (like PMMA polymer transfer). Although the
quality of CVD graphene is lower as compared to exfoliated graphene due
to pinholes and wrinkles, it is known to cover larger areas and provide an
additional advantage over exfoliated graphene due to the absence of any
contamination by polymer during the transfer.

Figure 3.3 schematically represents the steps involved in the transfer
of CVD graphene from the copper foil, on top of which it is grown, to
the BEEM substrate. A PDMS stamp is pressed onto the graphene side of
the Cu foil. The copper is then completely etched away by ferric chloride
solution (FeCl3). The PDMS stamp is then pressed onto a BEEM substrate
within 10 minutes of the 1% HF etching step of the BEEM substrate. Finally,
the PDMS stamp is gently taken off, leaving the CVD graphene stuck on
the entire top surface of the BEEM substrate. An optical image showing
the CVD graphene on top of SiO2 after its transfer is also presented in
figure 3.3.
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Figure 3.4: Fabrication steps of the CVD graphene/n-Si device without top
Au film. An optical image of the finished device is also shown at the bottom.
The steps are described in the text.

3.1.4 Au deposition by electron beam evaporation

An electron beam (e-beam) deposition system (Temescal thin film coater
2000) is used to deposit the top Au film (20-35 nm thick) after the graphene
transfer. The deposition chamber is pumped down to a pressure of 2 ×
10−6 mbar by a cryogenic pump before starting the deposition of the metal.
A quartz crystal is used to determine the deposition rate and final film
thickness. The depositions are performed with an acceleration voltage of
10 kV and at the rate of 1 Å/s. The deposition parameters and the final
thickness of Au have been optimized so that a uniform layer of the metal
film is formed across the SiO2 edge extending onto the Si device area.

3.1.5 CVD graphene/n-Si device without top Au film

A different fabrication protocol was adapted for a CVD graphene/n-Si
device without a top Au contact. The device fabrication steps are schemat-
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ically shown along with an optical image of the finished device in figure
3.4. The fabrication steps are briefly discussed below:

• A Si(n-type)-chip (6.5×6.5 mm2) with bottom Ohmic contact and top
surface covered with 300 nm of dry SiO2 was used as the starting
material. The SiO2 on the top surface was spin-coated with PR for
a UVL step to etch SiO2 from certain regions to form the Si device
areas, while leaving the SiO2 at the other places unetched. The UVL
mask used for this step is shown in figure 3.4. The violet area will
be protected against the etching, while the SiO2 at the small white
rectangular areas (each 400×250 µm2) will be etched and windows
will be opened to the underlying Si.

• After UVL and subsequent development of the PR, etching of SiO2

and wet chemical treatment were carried out as mentioned in section
3.1.2 to form the Si device areas.

• After the 1%HF treatment, CVD graphene is transferred onto the
substrate as described in section 3.1.3.

• Since the CVD graphene covers the entire chip, it creates an electrical
connection between all the individual Si devices. Therefore, the CVD
graphene needs to be etched for electrically insulating the individual
Si devices. For a particular etch pattern, a UVL step was performed
at first. This was followed by etching the exposed parts of CVD
graphene with O2-plasma (40 W, RF plasma) for 40 seconds.

• Finally, another UVL step was carried out to define the position of the
contact pads. After development of the PR, Ti/Au (10/80 nm) contact
pads were deposited by e-beam evaporation followed by lift-off. An
optical image of the final device is shown in figure 3.4.

3.2 Measurement techniques

Hot charge carrier transport at the nanoscale was studied by ballistic elec-
tron emission microscopy (BEEM), while a different electrical measurement
setup was used to carry out the temperature dependent macroscopic I-V
measurements on the CVD graphene/n-Si device.
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Figure 3.5: The experimental setup for BEEM measurements.

3.2.1 Ballistic electron emission microscopy

In this research, a commercial, ultra high vacuum (UHV), variable temper-
ature STM setup from RHK has been used for the BEEM measurements.
The system can be cooled by liquid nitrogen (LN2) and measurements
can be performed at low temperatures of up to 100 K. A heating filament,
mounted inside the sample holder, can be used to heat up the sample to
higher temperatures. The whole setup is suspended on three air legs to
minimize any vibration. The BEEM setup is shown in figure 3.5. The BEEM
system consists of two vacuum chambers: a load lock for exchanging sam-
ple holders and STM tips, and the main chamber where the experiments
are carried out. A turbo pump backed up by a roughing pump are used
to evacuate the load lock, whereas an ion pump is used to evacuate the
main chamber, which has a base pressure of around 10−10 mbar. A titanium
sublimation pump is also present which is used periodically.

The main chamber also has a storage elevator which can store up to 6
sample holders or tip-exchange holders at a time. A transfer-arm allows
the transfer of the holders between the load lock and main chamber. A
wobble stick present in the main chamber allows the transfer of the holders
between the transfer-arm and the sample stage or the storage elevator.

An image of the BEEM sample stage and the scan head inside the main
chamber is shown in figure 3.6a. The BEEM sample holder is loaded on
the sample stage and the scan head with three piezo legs is lowered onto
the sample holder. The STM tip is mounted at the centre of the scan head
(fig. 3.6b). The sample holder for BEEM measurements is shown in figure
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Figure 3.6: (a) A photograph showing the inside of the main chamber of the
BEEM system. The scan head (STM tip not visible) can be seen to rest on top
of the sample holder with the help of three (only one visible in the image)
piezo legs. (b) Image acquired by the high magnification CCD camera
showing the STM tip above the circular Si device area. (c) Sample holder for
the BEEM measurements. The bottom and top parts of the sample holder are
indicated by (1) and (2), respectively. A non-conducting sapphire washer
(3) is used to isolate the copper basket (4) from the rest of the holder. The
BEEM sample (5) is placed on top of the copper basket and another sapphire
washer is used to mount it. The copper basket is connected to the contact
pin (6) which serves as the bottom BEEM connection. The connection to
the top metal/graphene base is achieved by a thin Au foil connecting the
metallic surface to the holder body. Images (a) and (c) adapted from ref.
[25].
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Figure 3.7: Experimental setup for the temperature dependent macroscopic
I-V measurements

3.6c and the different parts are described.
For the BEEM measurements, the STM tip is brought into close contact

with the metal surface such that a tunnelling current is measured. The tip
is mounted on a piezo tube allowing it to be scanned over the metal surface
(x and y motion) and to retract or approach the surface (z motion). The
tunnelling current is on the order of 1 nA and is measured by amplifying it
using a current-to-voltage converter (108 V/A). The magnitude of the tun-
nelling current exponentially varies with the tip-to-sample distance and
this dependence is utilized to map the surface topography of the sample.
The STM is operated in constant current mode, thus having the z-feedback
enabled. Only a fraction of the tunnelling current is transmitted across the
M/S interface, thus the BEEM current is on the order of pA. This current
is also amplified by an even higher gain of 10 pA/V, which corresponds to
a current-to-voltage amplification of 1011 V/A. This amplification is done
by a two stage low-noise current amplifier, SR570 from Stanford Research
System. In the BEEM measurement setup, the STM tip serves as the emit-
ter, the metal overlayer as the base and the semiconductor as the collector.
However, unlike other three terminal measurement setups, the actual de-
vice is not biased during the BEEM measurements, i.e. no bias is applied
between the metal overlayer (base) and the semiconductor (collector).
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3.2.2 Temperature dependent I-V measurements

A different experimental setup was used for the temperature dependent
macroscopic I-V measurements for the CVD graphene/n-Si device as shown
in figure 3.7. The sample is mounted on a chip carrier before placing it
inside the cryostat. The back of the sample (with Cr/Au back contact) is
mounted on the chip carrier using silver paint. The contact pads on the
top of the sample are connected to the pins of the chip carrier by ultrasonic
wire bonding. A turbo pump is used to evacuate the cryostat and all the
measurements are carried out in vacuum (10−6 mbar) and in the dark. A DC
bias is swept and the corresponding current flow across the M/S interface is
measured using a Keithley 2410 sourcemeter. The cryostat is cooled using
liquid nitrogen (alternatively, with liquid helium) and the temperature is
monitored and controlled using a temperature controller.
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Chapter 4

n- and p-Si Interfaces with
Exfoliated Graphene

Devices with exfoliated graphene were fabricated on n-Si and p-Si substrates and
capped with 20 nm Au. The devices were then electrically characterized macro-
scopically through I−V measurements. BEEM and RBEEM measurements were
conducted on the graphene/n-Si devices and BHEM and RBHEM measurement
were conducted on the graphene/p-Si devices to probe out-of-plane charge trans-
port at the nanoscale across the silicon/graphene (S/G) interface. The experimental
findings are presented in this chapter.

4.1 Characterization by optical microscopy, AFM
and SEM

Exfoliated graphene was transferred on top of hydrogen passivated n-
Si(100) and p-Si (100) substrates as described in section 3.1.3. As a top
contact, 20 nm of Au was deposited by e-beam evaporation after the gra-
phene transfer. Graphene was characterized by optical microscopy before
the transfer onto the device and the approximate number of layers of gra-
phene was calculated from the optical contrast between the flakes and
the background. The cross sections taken in the optical image in figure
4.1a have been plotted and shown in figure 4.1b along with the contrast
minimum background values obtained for each layer (in brackets). Gener-
ally the exfoliated graphene flakes varied from single layer (SLG) to a few
layers (FLG) and occasionally even many layers (MLG).

After the transfer of these flakes on top of passivated Si by pick-up
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Figure 4.1: Characterization of exfoliated graphene flakes by optical mi-
croscopy: (a) Optical image of the exfoliated graphene flakes before transfer
and (b) Optical contrast of the flakes with respect to the background

transfer technique, they were characterized by an atomic force microscopy
(AFM) (Bruker, Si tip) in tapping mode. The AFM topography and height
profile of a graphene flake on top of n-Si are shown in figure 4.2. The
folds and the ridges in the graphene flake can be clearly seen in the AFM
topography. A step height of 0.61 nm is obtained along the cross-section
shown in figure 4.2a. It is difficult to comment about the exact number
of graphene layers from the step height obtained through AFM because
reports from literature show a large variation in the measured thickness
of graphene layers, ranging from 0.35 nm to 1 nm for SLG with respect to
the substrate [26]. This is primarily attributed to the change in tip-sample
interaction while scanning in the tapping mode and also due to different
instrumental parameters used by different authors. In this chapter, the
devices primarily consist of FLG and the word ’graphene’ is collectively
used in this chapter to refer to flakes ranging from single layer to few layers
(<10).

After the electrical measurements were conducted, the devices were
imaged by a scanning electron microscope (SEM) (Jeol). Figure 4.3 shows
two different regions of a n-Si device with the graphene flakes extending
from on top of SiO2 to Si (device area) across the 300 nm SiO2 edge. The
entire region shown in the SEM images are covered with 20 nm of Au. The
Au grains can be seen to have grown with a higher roughness on top of
graphene as compared to on Si or on SiO2.
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Figure 4.2: Characterization of exfoliated graphene flakes by atomic force
microscopy: (a) AFM topography of a graphene flake on Si and (b) Height
profile across the cross-section.

Figure 4.3: Characterization by scanning electron microscopy: SEM images
acquired in different regions (a) and (b) showing the flakes extending from
SiO2 to Si (device area) across the 300 nm SiO2 edge. The device area shown
in these images are completely covered with 20 nm of Au and the images
have been artificially coloured to enhance contrast.
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Figure 4.4: (a) Device schematics and electrical connections, (b) Macroscopic
I-V characteristics of a n-Si/graphene/Au device at RT.

4.2 n-Si/graphene devices

4.2.1 Macroscopic I-V measurements

Macroscopic electrical characterization of the n-Si/graphene/Au devices
were done through current-voltage (I-V) measurements. The device schemat-
ics and the electrical connections are shown in figure 4.4a. A variable volt-
age bias is applied between the top Au layer (20 nm thick) and the bottom
Ohmic contact and the corresponding current flow is measured. The abso-
lute value of the current is plotted in logarithmic scale against the applied
voltage bias for a n-Si/graphene/Au device at room temperature (RT) and
shown in figure 4.4b. Positive values of the applied voltage correspond to
forward bias whereas the negative values correspond to reverse bias. A
high rectification of 106 is exhibited in the I-V characteristics of the diode.
The thermionic emission model is used to fit the linear part of the forward
current according to equation 2.7:

I (V) = AA∗∗T2 exp
(
−

eφB

kBT

) [
exp

(
eV
ηkBT

)
− 1

]
where the Schottky barrier height (φB) and the ideality factor (η) are

used as fitting parameters. From the best fit, values of 0.90 eV and 1.05
are obtained for φB and η respectively. The value of η is very close to
1, suggesting high ideality of the Schottky interface and transmission of
charges by thermionic emission across the Schottky barrier. One must keep
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Figure 4.5: (a) Device schematics and electrical connections for BEEM mea-
surements, (b) Energy band schematics.

in mind that the value of φB obtained from the macroscopic I-V measure-
ments for this device geometry is a macroscopic average of the Schottky
barriers formed between the n-Si/Au interface and the n-Si/graphene in-
terface, because current can flow through both the paths in a macroscopic
measurement.

4.2.2 BEEM measurements

BEEM measurements were conducted on a n-Si/graphene/Au device to
investigate hot electron transport perpendicular to the interface at the
nanoscale and to probe local variation of Schottky barrier height. The
device schematics and the electrical connections are shown in figure 4.5a
and the energy band schematics of this device for BEEM measurements is
depicted in figure 4.5b. Hot electrons are injected into the Au overlayer by
the STM tip. The 20 nm thick Au overlayer was deposited on graphene
to ensure that the injected hot electrons retain their ’hot’ characteristics
as hot electron transport through Au has been studied extensively in the
group. Moreover, since it is in direct contact with graphene, it also served
as the electrical contact to graphene. Some of these hot electrons fulfil the
necessary energy and momentum criteria to cross the Schottky barrier at
the graphene/n-Si interface and are collected in the conduction band of
n-Si. These electrons travel through the semiconductor to the back Ohmic
contact and are collected as BEEM current, IB.

In BEEM spectroscopy, the tip bias, VT, is varied and the corresponding
BEEM current (IB) is measured as a function of VT by keeping the tunnelling
current IT constant. IB is normalized by IT and plotted against VT. Once a
graphene flake is located by the STM tip, the latter can be positioned on top
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Figure 4.6: (a) Image illustrating ’on-the-flake’ and ’off-the-flake’ locations
of the tip. (b) Forward BEEM spectrum obtained at a location where a
graphene flake was present (on-the-flake) at RT, (c) Square root of the BEEM
transmission plotted against the tip bias, in order to obtain the local Schottky
barrier height by Bell-Kaiser model.
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Figure 4.7: (a) Forward BEEM spectra obtained at different tip locations on
graphene at RT, (b) Variation in local φB extracted using the BK model.

of the flake (’on-the-flake’) such that the charge transport occurs through
Au/graphene/Si or the tip can be positioned away from the flake (’off-
the-flake’) such that the charge transport occurs through Au/Si interface,
as illustrated in figure 4.6a. Figure 4.6b shows a BEEM spectra acquired
at a region where a graphene flake was located by the STM tip (’on-the-
flake’). All the BEEM spectra for the n-Si devices have been acquired at RT.
Each B(H)EEM/RB(H)EEM spectrum presented in this thesis is an average
of several spectra acquired at the same location in order to increase the
signal-to-noise ratio. Figure 4.6c shows a plot where the square root of the
BEEM transmission has been plotted against VT in order to extract the local
Schottky barrier height (φB) using the Bell-Kaiser (BK) model. The BK fit
is done near the threshold and is depicted by the green line in the plot. A
value of 1.19±0.02 eV is obtained for φB at this location.

The local probing capabilities of BEEM makes it possible to study the
variation in hot electron transport and φB at different tip locations. Figure
4.7a shows the BEEM spectra obtained at different locations of the graphene
flake by changing the position of the STM tip. The plot shows a variation
in the BEEM transmission at different locations which can be a result of
inhomogeneities at the graphene/n-Si interface and as well as due to dif-
ferent doping levels in graphene at different locations. The plot shown in
figure 4.7b shows the variation of φB at these different locations. φB varies
from 1.17-1.22 eV at the different locations where BEEM measurements
were conducted.

BEEM spectra at the regions where graphene flakes were not present,
i.e. through Au/n-Si (’off-the-flake’) were also acquired. The spectra ac-
quired off-the-flake along with the extracted φB for two different different
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Figure 4.8: (a) Forward BEEM spectra obtained at locations where graphene
flakes were not present (off-the-flake: Au/n-Si) at RT, (b) Schottky barrier
heights extracted using the BK model.

Figure 4.9: (a) Forward BEEM spectrum of the test device without any
graphene (Au/n-Si) at RT, (b) Schottky barrier height extracted using the BK
model.
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Figure 4.10: Polymer left after graphene transfer: In the top two images it is
shown that most of the polymer is removed after treatment with chloroform
for 15 minutes and IPA for 30 seconds. The zoomed-out images in the bottom
(left: without Au; right: with 20 nm of Au covering the entire substrate)
show the presence of polymer even after the chloroform treatment as a layer
of polymer can be still seen in the shape of the square PDMS stamp that was
used to transfer graphene by the pick-up technique.
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locations and tunnelling currents are shown in figure 4.8. Schottky bar-
rier heights of 1.21-1.26 eV were extracted. These values are higher than
what is expected for Au/n-Si interfaces, which is around 0.80 eV. Moreover,
the BEEM transmission across Au(20 nm)/n-Si at RT is expected to be 30
times higher than what is obtained in these spectra. To confirm that this
discrepancy is not due to the n-Si substrate, a Au/n-Si test device without
any graphene was fabricated consisting of 20 nm of Au film directly de-
posited on hydrogen terminated Si (100) substrate (same as that used for
the graphene devices). The BEEM spectra and the BK fit for this test de-
vice is shown in figure 4.9. A higher BEEM transmission and an expected
Schottky barrier height are obtained for this test device. The unexpectedly
low BEEM transmission and high φB values for the Au/n-Si interface in the
graphene devices can therefore be attributed to an unclean interface be-
tween Au and Si. During the pick-up transfer technique, the polymer (6%
polycarbonate in chloroform) covers those area on the Si where graphene
is not present. It was found that treatment with chloroform for 15 minutes
does not remove the polymer completely from the Si surface (fig.4.10) and
as a result the surface where graphene is not present is contaminated. This
might suggest the unexpected values of BEEM transmission and φB across
the Au/n-Si interface in the graphene devices. It should however be noted
that the polymer might be present on top of graphene and not in between
graphene and Si contrary to the case of Au/Si interface and therefore, the
undissolved polymer does not affect the graphene/Si interface.

4.2.3 Reverse(R)BEEM measurements

By changing the polarity of the tip bias (VT), hot holes can be injected by
the STM tip instead of hot electrons. This technique of RBEEM allows us
to investigate the transport of scattered carriers across the graphene/n-Si
interface. The device schematics and the electrical connections are shown
in figure 4.11a and the energy band schematics of this device for BEEM
measurements is depicted in figure 4.11b.

The injected hot electrons undergo inelastic scattering in Au and in
graphene which create a distribution of secondary electrons. If these sec-
ondary electrons have sufficient energy and fulfil the momentum criteria,
they can surmount the Schottky barrier at the graphene/n-Si interface and
are collected as RBEEM current (IRB). A RBEEM spectrum acquired on-the-
flake is depicted in figure 4.12a. The inset shows a plot of the fourth root
of the RBEEM transmission against the tip bias for extraction of φB. The
value of φB extracted from the BK fit is 1.17±0.02 eV, which is similar to the
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Figure 4.11: (a) Device schematics and electrical connections for RBEEM
measurements, (b) Energy band schematics for RBEEM. The injected hot
holes scatter inelastically in Au and in graphene to generate secondary
electrons which might possess sufficient energy and momentum to cross
the Schottky barrier at the graphene/n-Si interface.

value obtained from the forward BEEM measurements. This is expected
because the inelastically generated secondary electrons in RBEEM have
to surmount the same energy barrier at the Schottky interface as the hot
electrons in case of forward BEEM.

The magnitude of RBEEM transmission (IRB) is comparable to that in
case of forward BEEM (IB). This is generally not the case for conventional
M/S interfaces where the RBEEM transmission is about ten times lower
than forward BEEM transmission. As an example, a RBEEM spectrum of
the test device (Au/n-Si) without graphene is shown in figure 4.12b. For
a comparison, the ratio IB/IRB at a particular tip bias (VT = 1.5 V) was
calculated. In case of charge transport through Au/graphene/n-Si, this ra-
tio was found to be 0.64, suggesting a higher RBEEM transmission than
BEEM transmission; whereas in case of the test device (charge transport
through Au/n-Si), the ratio was found to be 10.4. This suggests that in case
of graphene/Si interface, the number of inelastically scattered (secondary)
carriers that can cross this interface (in RBEEM) as well as that of direct
hot carriers (in BEEM) are limited to a similar value. A simple calculation
was performed to find the ratio of the amount of carriers reaching the gra-
phene/Si interface to the amount of carriers incident at the Au/graphene
interface for the Au/graphene/n-Si device. In case of BEEM measurements,
this ratio was calculated to be 0.01, whereas the ratio was 0.19 in case of
RBEEM measurements, both calculated at a tip bias of 1.5 V from repre-
sentative spectra. The low transmission in case of forward BEEM through
the graphene flake can be due to a very high rate of elastic scattering
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Figure 4.12: (a) Reverse BEEM spectrum obtained at a location where a
graphene flake was present (on-the-flake) at RT. The fourth root of the
RBEEM transmission is plotted against the tip bias, in order to extract the
local Schottky barrier height by Bell-Kaiser model and is shown in the inset.
(b) Reverse BEEM spectrum of the test device without any graphene (Au/n-
Si). The inset shows the Schottky barrier height extracted using the BK
model.

at the Au/graphene interface due to band-structure mismatch and struc-
tural inhomogeneities, thereby reducing the number of hot electrons with
their component of momentum perpendicular to the interface (k⊥). In
case of RBEEM, the secondary carriers that are generated in the Au film
have their momentum distribution completely isotropic when they reach
the Au/graphene interface, hence no further scattering events will affect
this isotropic distribution of hot carriers further during their transmission
across the graphene/Si interface. It is also to be noted that the low trans-
mission can also arise due to the low density of states in graphene near the
charge neutrality point. However, the devices in which Au is deposited
on top of graphene, the graphene is expected to be slightly p-doped [27].

4.2.4 Scaling of BEEM and RBEEM transmission with IT

According to the BEEM theory the BEEM (IB) and RBEEM (IRB) transmis-
sion should scale with the tunnelling current (IT) according to the equations
2.21 and 2.22. BEEM and RBEEM spectra were acquired at different tun-
nelling currents and the absolute values of IB and IRB (without normalizing
by IT) were plotted against VT and are shown in figure 4.13. The plots
show that BEEM and RBEEM transmissions increase on increasing the
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Figure 4.13: IB and IRB scaling with IT: (a) BEEM spectra obtained at different
tunnelling currents and (b) RBEEM spectra obtained at different tunnelling
currents on-the-flake at RT.

tunnelling current. Increasing IT increases the flux of hot carriers injected
by the STM tip, which in turn results in more carriers reaching the interface
and surmounting the Schottky barrier, thus leading to higher IB or IRB.

4.2.5 STM topography and BEEM imaging

STM topography and simultaneous BEEM current images acquired at a
fixed tip bias (VT) of -2 V and IT = 4 nA at RT are presented in figures
4.14a and 4.14b, respectively. The STM topography shows a region with a
graphene flake (bottom part). The Au grains can be seen to have higher
roughness on-the-flake (roughness RMS ' 1.20 nm) as compared to off-
the-flake region (roughness RMS ' 0.60 nm). The corresponding BEEM
image represent a spatial map of the transmitted current. A quantitative
analysis of the BEEM current image is done by plotting histograms of the
BEEM transmission at the two different regions: off-the-flake (fig. 4.14c)
and on-the-flake (fig. 4.14d). The mean values of IB obtained from the
histograms are 0.636 and 0.628 pA/nA for off-the-flake and on-the-flake
regions, respectively. This is in agreement with the similar BEEM trans-
mission observed on and off-the-flake in the BEEM spectra, the possible
reason for which has been discussed in section 4.2.2. However, the BEEM
current histogram for on-the-flake region extends to higher current values
than off-the-flake region.
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Figure 4.14: (a) STM topography showing ’on-the-flake’ and ’off-the-flake’
regions, (b) Simultaneously acquired BEEM current image. Bright regions
represent high BEEM transmission and darker regions represent low BEEM
transmission. (c) and (d) show the BEEM current histograms at ’off-the-
flake’ and ’on-the-flake’ regions, respectively.
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Figure 4.15: (a) Device schematics and electrical connections, (b) Macro-
scopic I-V characteristics of a p-Si/graphene/Au device at RT and at 120 K.

4.3 p-Si/graphene devices

4.3.1 Macroscopic I-V measurements

The device schematics and the electrical connections for the macroscopic
current-voltage (I-V) measurements on the p-Si/graphene/Au devices are
shown in figure 4.15a. The absolute value of the current is plotted in
logarithmic scale against the applied voltage bias for a p-Si/graphene/Au
device at room temperature (RT) and at 120 K and is shown in figure 4.15b.

The diode is almost Ohmic at room temperature due to high leakage
currents which is common for p-Si diodes. Therefore, the measurements
were carried out at low temperatures of around 120 K to reduce the leakage
current and the I-V characteristics at 120 K exhibit a rectification of 103.
This rectification value for the p-Si diodes is three orders of magnitude
smaller than that for the n-Si diodes (sec. 4.2.1). Also, the series resistance
started dominating from lower forward bias ( 0.1 V) and only a narrow
linear region was available for fitting the data with the thermionic emission
model equation 2.7:

I (V) = AA∗∗T2 exp
(
−

eφB

kBT

) [
exp

(
eV
ηkBT

)
− 1

]
where the Schottky barrier height (φB) and the ideality factor (η) are

used as fitting parameters. From the best fit, values of 0.31 eV and 1.03 are
obtained for φB and η respectively, at 120 K. The value of η is very close
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Figure 4.16: (a) Device schematics and electrical connections for BEEM
measurements, (b) Energy band schematics.

to 1, suggesting high ideality of the Schottky interface and transmission of
charges by thermionic emission across the Schottky barrier.

4.3.2 BHEM measurements

Hot hole transport perpendicular to the graphene/p-Si interface at the
nanoscale and local variation of Schottky barrier height were investi-
gated by BHEM measurements on a p-Si/graphene/Au device. The de-
vice schematics and the electrical connections are shown in figure 4.16a
and the energy band schematics of this device for BHEM measurements
is depicted in figure 4.16b. The distribution of the injected hot holes in
BHEM are not symmetric to that of the injected hot electrons in BEEM
[17]. The hot hole distribution is peaked near EF of the metal and only
the hot holes from the tail of this distribution have sufficient energy to
surmount the Schottky barrier at the interface. This does not necessar-
ily imply that the BHEM transmission across a M/p-S interface will be
lower than the BEEM transmission across the M/n-S interface for the same
metal (M) and semiconductor (S) [28]. However, the BHEM transmission
in the Au/graphene/p-Si devices was found to be lower than the BEEM
transmission in the Au/graphene/n-Si devices presented in section 4.2.2.
Figure 4.17a shows a BHEM spectra acquired at on-the-flake location on a
Au/graphene/p-Si device. All the BHEM spectra for the p-Si devices have
been acquired at 120 K in order to reduce the leakage currents. This is
because the BHEM current is on the order of pA and if there is a higher
leakage, BHEM transmission cannot be detected above the offset level.

The square root of the BHEM transmission has been plotted against
VT in order to extract the local Schottky barrier height (φB) using the
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Figure 4.17: (a) Forward BHEM spectrum obtained at a location where a
graphene flake was present (on-the-flake) at 120 K, (b) Square root of the
BHEM transmission plotted against the tip bias, in order to obtain the local
Schottky barrier height by Bell-Kaiser model.

Bell-Kaiser (BK) model and is shown in figure 4.17b. The BK fit is done
near the threshold and is depicted by the green line in the plot. A value
of 1.22±0.02 eV is obtained for φB. BHEM measurements carried out at
different locations on-the-flake exhibited a variation in the Schottky barrier
height from 1.20-1.22 eV.

The STM tip was then moved to a location where graphene flake was
not present (off-the-flake) to probe hot hole transport through Au/p-Si
interface. BHEM spectra recorded at this region is presented in figure
4.18a and the square root of the BHEM transmission is plotted in figure
4.18b. A Schottky barrier height of 0.25±0.02 eV is extracted from the BK
fit. This value is quite close to the one obtained from the macroscopic I-V
measurements and what is expected for Au/p-Si systems. This suggests
that transport occurs through the Au/p-Si interface for our macroscopic
I-V measurements, since it offers a lower Schottky barrier path which
essentially means a lower resistance to charge flow across the Au/p-Si
interface as compared to that for graphene/p-Si interface.

4.3.3 Reverse(R)BHEM measurements

Scattered carrier transport across graphene/p-Si interface was investigated
by RBHEM technique in which the polarity of the tip bias (VT) is reversed
and hot electrons are injected by the STM tip instead of hot holes. The
device schematics and the electrical connections are shown in figure 4.19a
and the energy band schematics of this device for BHEM measurements is
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Figure 4.18: (a) (a) Forward BHEM spectra obtained at a location where gra-
phene flakes were not present (off-the-flake: Au/p-Si) at 120 K, (b) Schottky
barrier heights extracted using the BK model.

Figure 4.19: (a) Device schematics and electrical connections for RBHEM
measurements, (b) Energy band schematics for RBHEM. The injected hot
electrons scatter inelastically in Au and in graphene to generate secondary
holes which might possess sufficient energy and momentum to cross the
Schottky barrier at the graphene/p-Si interface.
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Figure 4.20: (a) Reverse BHEM spectrum obtained at a location where a
graphene flake was present (on-the-flake) at 120 K, (b)The fourth root of the
RBHEM transmission is plotted against the tip bias, in order to extract the
local Schottky barrier height by Bell-Kaiser model.

depicted in figure 4.19b.
RBHEM spectra were acquired by varying VT, keeping IT constant and

measuring IRB at 120 K. Figure 4.20a shows a RBHEM spectra acquired
on-the-flake in which IRB has been normalized by IT and plotted against
VT. The fourth root of the RBHEM transmission is plotted in figure 4.20b
and a value of φB = 1.26 ± 0.02 eV is extracted from the BK fit, which is
comparable to the one extracted from forward BHEM measurements.

RBHEM spectra were also acquired off-the-flake (Au/p-Si) and one such
representative spectrum is presented in figure 4.21a and the corresponding
plot for extraction of φB from the BK fit is shown in figure 4.21b. An
identical value of φB = 0.25 ± 0.02 eV is extracted as in the case of forward
BHEM measurements off-the-flake. However, both BHEM and RBHEM
transmission across Au/p-Si in off-the-flake regions is significantly lower
than previously reported values [29] and can be attributed to contaminated
Au/p-Si interface due to polymer.

4.3.4 Scaling of BHEM transmission with IT

The scalability of IB with IT was confirmed by acquiring BHEM spectra both
on and off-the-flake at different tunnelling currents. Figure 4.22 presents
the spectra acquired on and off-the-flake at different tunnelling currents.
The absolute values of IB (without normalizing by IT) are plotted and they
exhibit scalability with IT.
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Figure 4.21: (a) Reverse BHEM spectrum obtained at a location where a
graphene flake was not present (off-the-flake: Au/p-Si) at 120 K, (b)The
fourth root of the RBHEM transmission is plotted against the tip bias, in
order to extract the local Schottky barrier height by Bell-Kaiser model.

Figure 4.22: Scaling of IB with IT. BHEM spectra obtained at different
tunnelling currents: (a) on-the-flake and (b) off-the-flake at 120 K.
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Figure 4.23: (a) STM topography showing ’on-the-flake’ and ’off-the-flake’
regions, (b) Simultaneously acquired BHEM current image. Bright regions
represent high BHEM transmission and darker regions represent low BHEM
transmission. (c) Height profile across the cross-section (green line) shown
in (a) and (d) BHEM current histograms for ’on-the-flake’ (red) and ’off-the-
flake’ (blue) regions.
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4.3.5 STM topography and BHEM imaging

STM topography and simultaneous BHEM current images acquired at
a fixed tip bias (VT) of 1.3 V and IT = 1 nA at 120 K are presented in
figures 4.23a and 4.23b, respectively. The STM topography shows a region
with a graphene flake (top part). A height profile is presented in figure
4.23c along the cross-section (green line) taken in the topography image.
An average height difference of 0.72 nm between off-the-flake and on-
the-flake regions is extracted from the height profile. Histograms for the
BHEM transmissions at on-the-flake and off-the-flake regions are shown
in figure. 4.23d. On-the-flake BHEM transmission is almost zero at this
tip bias (1.3 V), whereas the off-the-flake BHEM transmission has a mean
value of 0.668 pA/nA, which is in agreement with the BHEM spectra at
these two regions.

4.4 Discussion

The n-Si/graphene (nSG) and p-Si/graphene (pSG) diodes fabricated with
exfoliated graphene exhibited ideality factors close to 1 in the macroscopic
I-V measurements, suggesting high ideality of the Schottky interfaces and
charge transmission dominated by thermionic emission across the Schottky
barrier. Rectification of 106 was exhibited by the nSG diodes at RT, whereas
the pSG diodes were almost Ohmic at RT and exhibited a much lower
rectification of 103 at 120 K. The Schottky barrier heights extracted from
the macroscopic I-V characteristics are close to the values expected for
Au/(n- or p-)Si interfaces and thus suggest that most of the charge transport
occurs through the Au/Si interface because of two possible reasons: (1)
interfacial area between the graphene flakes and Si is much smaller than
the interfacial area between Au and Si due to the small size and lower
number of exfoliated graphene flakes lying in the device area and (2) the
Schottky barrier height for the graphene/(n- or p-)Si interface was found
to be higher than the expected values for Au/(n- or p-)Si interface, thus the
Au/Si interface would provide a lower resistance path for carrier transport.

Unlike macroscopic measurements, the out-of-plane transport of the
charge carriers across Au/graphene/(n- or p-)Si could be probed with
nanoscale precision by BEEM and BHEM measurements. Schottky barrier
heights extracted from these measurements ranged from 1.17 eV to 1.22 eV
for n-Si/graphene interface, whereas for the p-Si/graphene interface, it was
1.20-1.22 eV. These values are higher than previously reported values which
were extracted by macroscopic measurements [5]. This might be due to the
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Figure 4.24: (a) BEEM and RBEEM spectra obtained on-the-flake
(Au/graphene/n-Si) for a nSG device, (b) BEEM and RBEEM spectra ob-
tained off-the-flake (Au/n-Si) for a nSG device, (c) BHEM and RBHEM spec-
tra obtained on-the-flake (Au/graphene/p-Si) for a pSG device and (d) BHEM
and RBHEM spectra obtained off-the-flake (Au/p-Si) for a pSG device

doping induced by the Au layer deposited on top of graphene. There are
a wide range of reported values for the work function of graphene, from
4.4-5.16 eV [30–33]. The extraction of similar SBH for graphene/n-Si and
graphene/p-Si interface might suggest that the Fermi level in graphene is
pinned at different values in the two cases resulting in different workfunc-
tions: 5.2 eV in case of interface with n-Si and 4 eV in case of interface with
p-Si. These values have been calculated using the Schottky-Mott equations
(2.2,2.3) which might not completely describe the graphene/Si interfaces.

RBEEM and RBHEM measurements through graphene (on-the-flake)
show that the scattered carrier transmission is comparable to that of di-
rect hot carriers in case of BEEM and BHEM measurements and also
there is hardly any difference in their spectral shapes (almost symmet-
ric). Generally, BEEM and BHEM transmissions are higher than RBEEM
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and RBHEM, respectively, because in the case of RBEEM/RBHEM, only
the secondary charge carriers generated due to inelastic scattering pro-
cesses of the injected carriers are responsible for hot carrier transport
across the Schottky barrier. This also implies that the spectral shapes
of BEEM/BHEM and RBEEM/RBHEM spectra will be different (asymmet-
ric) because the distribution of the directly injected hot carriers (respon-
sible for BEEM/BHEM transmission) is different from the distribution of
the secondary carriers generated by inelastic scattering (responsible for
RBEEM/RBHEM transmission). A comparison is shown in figure 4.24. It
is found that BEEM/BHEM and RBEEM/RBHEM transmission are simi-
lar on-the-flake for both n-Si/graphene (nSG) device and p-Si/graphene
(pSG) device, respectively (figs.4.24(a) and (c)). Whereas, in both these
devices, off-the-flake BEEM/BHEM transmission is much higher than the
RBEEM/RBHEM transmission and the spectral shapes are also different
(figs.4.24(b) and (d)).

This might suggest that when BEEM/BHEM transmission occurs through
Au/graphene/Si, there is strong elastic scattering at the Au/graphene inter-
face due to band mismatch which makes the momentum distribution of
the hot carriers isotropic such that the component of momentum of the
injected charge carriers parallel to the Schottky interface (k‖) is no longer
conserved, resulting in low BEEM/BHEM transmission. According to the
BEEM theory (sec. 2.4.5), conservation of k‖ is crucial for ballistic car-
rier transport in BEEM. Moreover, the conservation of k‖ might not hold
true for out-of-plane transport in graphene because of the unavailability
of conducting states in the out-of-plane direction and also due to the non-
epitaxiality of the graphene/silicon interface, which is responsible for the
overall reduction in the BEEM/BHEM transmission.

It was also discovered that the polymer used to transfer the exfoliated
graphene on top of Si, is not removed completely by treatment with chlo-
roform and can affect the hydrogen-terminated Si surface, especially for
the Au/Si interface because the polymer would then be directly between
Au and Si. Whereas in case of graphene, the polymer would be on top of
graphene, i.e. between Au and graphene. This would not directly affect the
graphene/Si interface but might still affect the BEEM/BHEM transmission.
In the next chapter, the hot electron and hot hole transport across CVD
(large area) graphene on Si interface is discussed for two types of devices
viz. with a Au overlayer and without. We will show how the differences
in the fabrication of the devices influence the hot carrier transport.
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Chapter 5

n- and p-Si Interfaces with CVD
Graphene

Results from macroscopic I-V measurements and nanoscopic hot carrier transport
on three different devices with CVD graphene/Si interfaces are presented. The
first two devices are with p-Si and n-Si and both have an Au overlayer on top of
graphene whereas the third device with n-Si does not have the top Au film. This
third device exhibits unconventional BEEM transport resembling a permeable
base transistor in some regions and a hot electron transistor in other.

5.1 p-Si/CVD graphene/Au device

CVD graphene was transferred by PDMS stamp on top of hydrogen termi-
nated (100) surface of p-Si and thereafter 20 nm Au was deposited on top of
graphene. It was observed that the electrical transport in the reverse bias
showed large leakage and could have arised due to non-uniform coverage
of the Au layer. Hence, an additional 15 nm of Au layer was deposited
and this resulted in a working device. Optical image of the device area
and an AFM topography acquired in the device area are shown in figure
5.1. It can be seen that graphene covers most of the device area (darker
regions inside the device area in fig. 5.1a) except a few patches where there
is no graphene (lighter regions inside the device area in fig. 5.1a). The
ridges and cracks in the CVD graphene are visible in the AFM topography
(fig. 5.1b). The roughness (RMS-sq) values of Au on graphene varied from
0.79 nm to 0.87 nm in the flat parts, excluding the cracks and ridges.
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Figure 5.1: (a) Optical image showing the circular Si device area (with a
diameter of 150 µm) in blue. CVD graphene can be seen as the dark patches
in the device area. The black surrounding outside the circular device area
is SiO2 (b) AFM surface topography showing a magnified image of the Au
covered graphene. The ridges of CVD graphene are visible in this image.

5.1.1 Macroscopic I-V measurements

Macroscopic electrical characterization of the p-Si/CVD graphene/Au de-
vice was done through current-voltage (I-V) measurements. The device
schematics and the electrical connections are shown in figure 5.2a. The
absolute value of the current is plotted in logarithmic scale against the
applied voltage bias at room temperature (RT) and at 120 K and is shown
in figure 5.2b.

The rectification of the diode increased at lower temperature due to
further reduction in the reverse leakage. The linear regions of both the
curves at lower forward biases are fitted with the thermionic emission
model equation 2.7:

I (V) = AA∗∗T2 exp
(
−

eφB

kBT

) [
exp

(
eV
ηkBT

)
− 1

]
where the Schottky barrier height (φB) and the ideality factor (η) are

used as fitting parameters. From the best fits, values of 0.84 eV and 1.1 are
obtained for φB and η respectively, at RT. Whereas, at 120 K, φB and η are
found out to be 0.34 eV and 5.2 respectively. Thus, with the decrease in
temperature, φB decreased whereas η increased. Our findings can be un-
derstood by considering the current transport across the Au/graphene/n-Si
interface to be a temperature activated process. At low temperatures, for
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Figure 5.2: (a) Device schematics and electrical connections, (b) Macroscopic
I-V characteristics of the device at RT and at 120 K.

inhomogeneous Au/graphene/Si interfaces, transport is dominated by the
lower of the two Schottky barriers (viz. Au on Si and graphene on Si) while
with increasing temperature, more electrons have sufficient energy to sur-
mount the higher barriers and the extracted effective barrier increases. We
believe that electrical transport in such devices are influenced by local
inhomogeneities or discontinuities of the Au/graphene interface with Si
as well as the modification of graphene work function by the unavoid-
able electron-hole puddles as well as due to the formation of ripples in
graphene.

5.1.2 BHEM measurements

BHEM measurements were conducted on the p-Si/CVD graphene/Au de-
vice at low temperature to probe out-of-plane hot hole transport across
graphene/pSi interface and investigate the local variation of Schottky bar-
rier height. BHEM spectra, acquired at different locations by changing the
position of the STM tip, are presented in figure 5.3a and the corresponding
Schottky barrier heights are extracted from the Bell-Kaiser fits on the square
root of the BHEM transmission (fig. 5.3b). Each displayed spectrum is an
average of several measurements conducted at the same location. There is
a spread in the BHEM transmission recorded at different locations suggest-
ing the inhomogeneity of transport across the graphene/p-Si interface. The
Schottky barrier height varies from 1.32 to 1.41 eV at these locations. These
barrier heights obtained through the nanoscale measurements at 120 K
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Figure 5.3: (a) BHEM spectra obtained at different tip locations at 120 K, (b)
Variation in local φB extracted using the BK model.

are much higher than that extracted from the macroscopic I-V measure-
ments at the same temperature suggesting that the BHEM transport occurs
through graphene/p-Si interface and the barrier height of this interface is
much higher than Au/p-Si interface. The spread in the barrier height is
higher than that obtained for the devices with exfoliated graphene and
is due to higher inhomogeneities in the CVD graphene as compared to
exfoliated graphene.

5.1.3 Reverse(R)BHEM measurements

Scattered carrier transport across the CVD graphene/p-Si interface was in-
vestigated by RBHEM technique in which the polarity of the tip bias (VT)
is reversed and hot electrons are injected by the STM tip instead of hot
holes. Since the injected hot electrons cannot be collected by the p-Si due
to energy and momentum constraints, only the holes generated by inelas-
tic scattering of the hot electrons can surmount the Schottky barrier at the
interface and contribute to the RBHEM current with the same polarity as
the BHEM current. RBHEM spectra acquired at different tip locations are
presented in figure 5.4a and the corresponding Schottky barrier heights
are extracted from the Bell-Kaiser fits on the fourth root of the RBHEM
transmission (fig. 5.4b). The spectra obtained at location 3 exhibits much
lower transmission than that at the other three locations. Also the Schottky
barrier height extracted at this location (1.30 eV) varies to a greater extent
than the variation at the other locations (1.36-1.39 eV). However, the Schot-
tky barrier heights are in the same range as the ones obtained through the
BEEM measurements, which is expected as discussed in the last chapter.
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Figure 5.4: (a) RBHEM spectra obtained at different tip locations at 120 K,
(b) Variation in local φB extracted using the BK model.

5.1.4 Scaling of BEEM and RBEEM transmission with IT

BHEM and RBHEM spectra were acquired at two different tunnelling cur-
rents and the absolute values of IB and IRB (without normalizing by IT)
were plotted against VT and are shown in figure 5.5. The graphs show that
BHEM and RBHEM transmissions increase on increasing the tunnelling
current which is in agreement to the BEEM theory (equations 2.21 and
2.22).

5.1.5 STM topography and BHEM imaging

STM topography and simultaneous BHEM current images acquired at a
fixed tip bias (VT) of 1.7 V and IT = 5 nA at 120 K are presented in figures 5.6a
and 5.6b, respectively. The topography image shows the ridges and cracks
in graphene, which is buried under 35 nm of Au. Some of these features
are also visible in the corresponding BHEM current image implying that
the BHEM transmission is different at the locations of these features which
may be due to higher elastic scattering for instance. Figure 5.6c represents
the BHEM histogram plotted for the entire field of view. The BHEM
transmission has been normalized by the tunnelling current and the mean
BHEM transmission obtained from this histogram is 0.047 pA/nA. A spread
of 0.036 pA/nA in the BHEM transmission is extracted from the full width
at half maximum (FWHM) value of a Gaussian function used to fit the
BHEM histogram. This spread is much higher than that obtained for
exfoliated graphene/p-Si interface. It suggests that BHEM transmission
through CVD graphene is more inhomogeneous as compared to that of
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Figure 5.5: IB and IRB scaling with IT: (a) RBHEM spectra obtained at two
different tunnelling currents. (b) BHEM spectra obtained at two different
tunnelling currents at 120 K.

Figure 5.6: (a) STM topography showing the ridges in graphene, which is
buried under 35 nm of Au, (b) Simultaneously acquired BHEM current im-
age. Bright regions represent high BHEM transmission and darker regions
represent low BHEM transmission. (c) BHEM current histogram.
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Figure 5.7: (a) Optical image showing the circular n-Si device area (with
a diameter of 150 µm) in green. CVD graphene can be seen as the dark
patches in the device area with some regions having no graphene.(b) A
magnified SEM image showing the grains of graphene most of which are
not interconnected.

exfoliated graphene due to higher surface inhomogeneities (ridges, cracks,
etc.) of CVD graphene. The high spread in the local Schottky barrier
heights also means local work function variation in graphene which can
also cause a spread in the BHEM transmission.

5.2 n-Si/CVD graphene/Au device

CVD graphene was transferred by PDMS stamp on top of hydrogen ter-
minated (100) surface of n-Si and thereafter 20 nm Au was deposited on
top of graphene. The optical image of the device area and a SEM image
acquired in the device area are shown in figure 5.7. It is visible from the
optical image that the CVD graphene (darker patches in the green device
area) has not covered the entire device surface and segregated into small is-
lands with few continuous patches. A magnified image of these graphene
patches on top of Si is shown in the SEM micrograph.

5.2.1 Macroscopic I-V measurements

The device schematics and the electrical connections are shown in figure
5.8a. The absolute value of the current is plotted in logarithmic scale
against the applied voltage bias at room temperature (RT) and is shown
in figure 5.8b. The linear region of the forward current is fitted with
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Figure 5.8: (a) Device schematics and electrical connections, (b) Macroscopic
I-V characteristics of the device at RT.

the thermionic emission model equation 2.7. From the best fit, values of
0.80 eV and 1.22 are obtained for the Schottky barrier height (φB) and the
ideality factor (η) respectively. In the macroscopic measurement, current
flows through the entire device area and since some regions do not have
graphene, Au forms a Schottky barrier with n-Si in those areas. The value
of φB is similar to the Schottky barrier height for Au/n-Si. This implies that
most of the current flows through the Au/n-Si interface. The high ideality
factor (η = 1.22) suggests that hot carrier transport across the Schottky
barrier is not completely by thermionic emission and other mechanisms
like thermally assisted tunnelling might also be present.

5.2.2 BEEM measurements

BEEM measurements were conducted on the n-Si/CVD graphene/Au de-
vice at room temperature (RT) to probe out-of-plane hot electron transport
across graphene/nSi interface. Two different regions were identified that
exhibited very different BEEM transmission and Schottky barrier height.
The BEEM spectra shown in figure 5.9a exhibits lower transmission than
that shown in figure 5.9c. Also the Schottky barrier height extracted
from spectra 5.9a is 1.19±0.02 eV while that obtained from spectra 5.9c
is 0.75±0.02 eV, which is similar to φB for Au/n-Si interface. But it cannot
be clearly stated if region 2 (spectra 5.9c) corresponds to BEEM transmis-
sion through Au/n-Si (off-the-flake) since the BEEM transmission is much
lower than conventional Au/n-Si interfaces. However, the value of φB
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Figure 5.9: (a) and (c) BEEM spectra obtained at two different regions, at
RT, (b) and (d) Square root of the BEEM transmission plotted against the tip
bias, in order to obtain the local Schottky barrier heights at the two regions
respectively, by Bell-Kaiser model.

obtained for region 1 is similar to the values obtained for devices with
exfoliated graphene (sec. 4.2.2).

5.2.3 STM topography and BEEM imaging

STM topography and simultaneous BEEM current images acquired at a
fixed tip bias (VT) of -1.5 V and IT = 4 nA at RT are presented in figures 5.10a
and 5.10b, respectively. The ridges and cracks in the CVD graphene are
visible in the topography image. Some of these features are also visible in
the corresponding BEEM current image, though very minute. Quantitative
analysis of the BEEM current image was done by plotting a histogram as
shown in figure 5.10c and fitting it with a Gaussian function. The mean
BEEM transmission extracted from the histogram is 0.270 pA/nA, while a
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Figure 5.10: (a) STM topography showing the ridges in graphene, which
is buried under 20 nm of Au, (b) Simultaneously acquired BEEM current
image. Bright regions represent high BEEM transmission and darker regions
represent low BEEM transmission. (c) BEEM current histogram.

spread of 0.19 pA/nA in the BEEM transmission was extracted from the
FWHM value of the Gaussian fit. The spread in the BEEM transmission
again reveals the lateral inhomogeneity of carrier transport across the CVD
graphene/n-Si interface.

5.3 n-Si/CVD graphene device

A device was fabricated with CVD graphene on n-Si which is different
from the rest of the devices discussed previously in this thesis. In this
device, there was no Au capping layer deposited on top of graphene in the
Si device area. However, Ti/Au (10/80 nm) contact pads were deposited on
the part of graphene lying outside the device area, i.e. on top of SiO2, by
electron beam evaporation. Optical image of the device area and a SEM
image acquired at the SiO2-Si edge are shown in figure 5.11. Note that
graphene is not visible on top of Si by optical microscopy unlike in the
previous devices where it was covered with a thin film of Au. The SEM
image (5.11b) shows the CVD graphene stretching from on top of SiO2

across the edge onto the Si device area. Two UV lithography steps were
required after the graphene transfer, one for etching the graphene and the
other for contact pads deposition. This required spin-coating of the entire
device with UV photoresist for a couple of times. The SEM image (5.11b)
shows some unwanted particles left behind by the photoresist in the device
area and on top of graphene.
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Figure 5.11: (a) Optical image showing the rectangular Si device area
(400 µm x 250 µm) along with the Ti/Au (10/80 nm) contact pad. Etched
CVD graphene can be seen on top of SiO2 but is not visible on top of Si.
(b) SEM image showing the CVD graphene stretching from on top of SiO2
across the edge onto the Si device area.

Figure 5.12: (a) Device schematics and electrical connections, (b) Energy
band schematics of graphene/n-Si interface (without external bias).
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Figure 5.13: (a) Macroscopic I-V characteristics at different temperatures, (b)
Dependence of Schottky barrier height and ideality factor on temperature.

5.3.1 Macroscopic I-V measurements

Macroscopic electrical characterization of the n-Si/CVD graphene device
was performed through temperature dependent (T-dep) current-voltage
(I-V) measurements. The device schematics and the electrical connections
are shown in figure 5.12a and the energy band schematics of graphene/n-Si
interface is illustrated in figure 5.12b. Figure 5.13a shows the I-V charac-
teristics acquired at different temperatures (100 K - 300 K). Schottky barrier
heights and ideality factors are extracted from the thermionic emission fits
for the corresponding temperatures. Figure 5.13b shows the dependence
of the Schottky barrier height (φB) and ideality factor (η) for this device
on temperature. As the temperature is decreased from 300 K to 100 K, φB

decreases from 0.99 eV to 0.45 eV, while η increases from 2.14 to 4.08.
For an ideal diode (η = 1), charge transport across the Schottky barrier

occurs purely through thermionic emission and the Schottky barrier height
is defined by the Schottky-Mott equation (2.2):

φB = WG − χSi

where, WG is the work function of graphene and χSi is the electron affin-
ity of Si (fig. 5.12b). Therefore, for ideal graphene/n-Si diodes, substituting
WG and χSi with the actual values of 4.8 and 4.05 respectively, φB would
be equal to 0.75 eV [8]. However, due to Fermi level pinning in case of
most M/S interfaces, φB exhibits a weak dependence on the metal work
function and the experimental values deviate from the above relationship.
Improper termination of the Si surface and presence of a thin layer of un-
etched native oxide can create interface dipoles, i.e. interface states that
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Figure 5.14: (a) Device schematics and electrical connections for BEEM
measurements, (b) Energy band schematics.

pin the Fermi level causing η to be higher than unity and modification of
the Schottky barrier height: φB = WG − χSi − eVint, where Vint is the volt-
age drop due to interface dipoles at the graphene/n-Si interface. Moreover,
charge transport processes other than thermionic emission can also modify
φB and make the diode non-ideal (η > 1). These additional processes may
include image-force lowering, thermionic field emission, direct tunnelling
amongst others. The steady decrease in φB extracted from the thermionic
emission fits to the I-V characteristics might suggest the existence of in-
homogeneous distribution of Schottky barriers. Since current transport
across the graphene/n-Si interface is a temperature-activated process, at
lower temperatures, the low thermal energy electrons will surmount the
lower barrier and the transport will mainly occur through the patches with
low Schottky barriers [25].

5.3.2 BEEM measurements

Nanoscale hot carrier transport across CVD graphene/n-Si interface was
probed through BEEM measurements at RT. The device schematics and
electrical connections are shown in figure 5.14a and the corresponding
energy band schematics for BEEM measurements is illustrated in figure
5.14b. BEEM spectra were acquired at several tip locations. At some loca-
tions, a clear threshold was observed and Schottky barrier height could be
extracted (fig. 5.15b). These regions exhibited hot electron transistor (HET)
like transport and barrier height extracted from the BK fit was 1.00±0.02 eV.
This value is in close agreement with the barrier height extracted from the
macroscopic I-V measurements at RT. Also, the BEEM transmission is sig-
nificantly higher than the graphene/Si devices with an Au overlayer. This
is also in agreement with the reasoning put forward in the previous chap-
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Figure 5.15: (a) Optical image showing the STM tip over the device area.
(b) BEEM spectra obtained at different tip locations at RT, exhibiting HET
like transport with clear threshold. The inset shows the square root of the
BEEM current plotted against VT to extract the Schottky barrier height from
BK model at one such tip location. (c) Some of the BEEM spectra exhibited
extremely high BEEM currents, saturating at values close to IT. These spectra
did not exhibit any threshold voltage as shown in the magnified view in (d).
These spectra resemble PBT like transport.
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ter that there is high elastic scattering at the Au/graphene interface due to
band structure mismatch.

At some other tip locations, extremely high BEEM transmission was
observed which saturated at values close to the tunnelling current (IT) at
higher biases (fig. 5.15c). These spectra did not exhibit any threshold
voltage as shown in the magnified view in figure 5.15d. Therefore, it is not
possible to calculate the offset values and extract φB from the Bell-Kaiser
model for these spectra. These observations suggest that the electrical
transport resembles that of a permeable base transistor (PBT) [34, 35] ex-
hibiting high collector current in the order of the injected current and the
absence of a clear threshold at these locations. The CVD graphene trans-
ferred onto the Si contains surface inhomogeneities and does not form a
uniform layer covering the entire device area (400×250 µm2). This might
result in some areas where there is a short between the emitter (tip) and the
collector (n-Si) and thus exhibiting PBT-like transport. In a previous work
on a similar device [25], a clear threshold could be observed along with
lower transmissions similar to the spectra shown in figure 5.15b, where the
electrical transport resembles that of a hot electron transistor (HET) instead
of a PBT. This could be due to a different fabrication scheme used for those
devices and also smaller device areas (20-70 µm diameter), reducing the
probability of shorts and inhomogeneities in the graphene.

5.3.3 RBEEM measurements

RBEEM measurements were conducted on the graphene/n-Si device by
reversing the tip bias polarity and thus injecting a hot hole current into the
graphene. RBEEM spectra acquired at different tip locations are plotted
together and shown in figure 5.16. A striking anomaly observed in all
the RBEEM spectra is that holes are collected in the n-Si on injection of
holes. This causes the sign of the RBEEM current to be different from that
of BEEM current, where electrons are collected by n-Si. For conventional
M/S interfaces and also in all our devices with a top Au layer, electrons
are collected by the n-type semiconductor when holes are injected by the
tip in RBEEM experiments. The collected electrons are secondary carriers
that are generated due to inelastic scattering of the injected hot holes in
the metal base. But this does not seem to be the case for the graphene/n-Si
device without a top Au film, where a hole current flows from the graphene
to the n-Si or alternatively electrons from the conduction band of n-Si flows
into the graphene.

Considering the concept of PBT, it is easily understood that due to a
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Figure 5.16: RBEEM spectra acquired at different locations at RT have op-
posite sign as compared to the BEEM spectra, suggesting collection of holes
on injecting holes. The RBEEM spectra exhibit two significantly different
transport regimes in terms of the magnitude of RBEEM transmission as
shown in (a) and (b).

permeable base and lack of any barrier at the interface, holes are directly
injected into the semiconductor. This is reflected in the high transmission
RBEEM spectra in figure 5.16a. However, there are also some regions ex-
hibiting significantly lower RBEEM transmission as shown in figure 5.16b.
In these regions, the concept of PBT cannot explain such low currents. It is
thus assumed that in these lower transmission region the hot hole transport
takes place through graphene. A recent theoretical work on the dynamics
of non-equilibrium carriers in graphene [36] showed that hot carrier distri-
bution in graphene relaxes to a thermalized Fermi-Dirac (FD) distribution
on an ultrafast timescale (≤ 20 fs) followed by further relaxation via optical
and acoustic phonon emission. Thus the hot carrier distribution undergoes
relaxation and its momentum distribution is also affected while traversing
through graphene. This proposition is valid for both hot electron as well
as hot hole transmission. This might result in a lower transmission of the
hot carriers through graphene. However, holes are still transmitted into
the n-Si due to inefficient inelastic scattering process in a monolayer of
graphene. A barrier height could not be extracted by using the BK model
for this unconventional RBEEM transport.
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5.4 Discussion

In this chapter, results from three different devices were presented. In con-
trast to the previous chapter, the devices were fabricated with CVD gra-
phene to exclude the effect of polymer used for exfoliated graphene trans-
fer. Although the exfoliated graphene devices, discussed in the previous
chapter, consisted of single layer to few layer graphene, the BEEM/BHEM
transmission was similar to that of strictly single layer graphene in the CVD
graphene devices. It was also shown in a previous research work [37] that
the BEEM transmission is independent of the number of layers (thickness)
of graphite nanoparticles through which hot carrier transmission occurs.
However, in some cases the spread in the transmission was higher due
to greater inhomogeneities in CVD graphene as compared to exfoliated
graphene. The Schottky barrier height (φB) extracted from the BHEM mea-
surements on the Au/CVD graphene/p-Si device is slightly higher than
that reported in the previous chapter for p-Si device with exfoliated gra-
phene, while φB extracted from the BEEM measurements on the Au/CVD
graphene/n-Si device is in good agreement to that reported in the previous
chapter for the n-Si device with exfoliated graphene.

The third device, without any top layer of Au deposited on graphene,
exhibited a steady decrease in φB with decreasing temperature accompa-
nied with increasing ideality factor in the macroscopic I-V measurements.
This was attributed to an inhomogeneous distribution of barrier heights
at the graphene/n-Si interface. This inhomogeneity can be caused due to
variation in the graphene workfunction at different locations and as well
as due to deviation from pure thermionic emission transport (reflected in
the higher values of the ideality factor). Nanoscale hot carrier transport
across the graphene/n-Si interface revealed unconventional features in the
BEEM and RBEEM spectra. High transmissions and lack of a clear thresh-
old were attributed to PBT like transport due to inhomogeneous coverage
of graphene in the device area. φB extracted from a BEEM spectra that
resembled more of a HET like transport was similar to the φB extracted
from the macroscopic measurements at RT. However, most of the spectra
lacked a clear threshold. It is also not clear whether the hot carriers retain
their ’hot’ characteristics or undergo relaxation after being injected into
graphene. The electric field of the STM tip can dope the graphene and the
doping will be then dependent on the tip bias and hence different barrier
heights can be expected. This is contrary to the case when a thin film of Au
is deposited on top of graphene which shields the underlying graphene
from the electric field of the tip. Shielding the electric field of the tip and
ensuring the injection of hot carriers were the two primary reasons for
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depositing a thin Au film on top of graphene in the other devices. Also,
there is less probability of inelastic scattering of the injected hot carriers
in a monoatomic thick layer of graphene and ballistic transport might be
expected. Hot holes are collected upon injection of hot holes in the RBEEM
measurements. The necessary energy and momentum requirements for
hot carrier transmission from graphene to Si for BEEM and RBEEM mea-
surements are not clear and the existing BEEM theory for conventional
M/S interface might not hold true in case of graphene.
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Chapter 6

Conclusion and Outlook

The energy barrier formed at the graphene/Si interface is utilized for an
increasing number of technological applications. The research presented
in this thesis specifically focussed on studying the out-of-plane transport
across such interfaces not only through macroscopic electrical transport
but also through the novel approach of characterizing such interfaces with
the nanoprobing capabilities of ballistic electron emission microscopy. The
BEEM technique allowed us to investigate the lateral homogeneity of hot
carrier transport and variations in the Schottky barrier height (SBH) at
graphene/Si interfaces at the nanoscale.

Although graphene is considered to be chemically and thermally stable,
fabricating a graphene/Si interface proved to be quite challenging. Device
fabrication procedures were optimized to produce a series of working
graphene devices on both p-type and n-type Si. Two different fabrica-
tion schemes were adopted for the two different kinds of graphene used,
namely exfoliated and CVD-grown. Similar hot carrier transport charac-
teristics were obtained from the nanoscale measurements on these devices
with graphene from the two different sources. At the Au/graphene in-
terface, significant elastic scattering, due to band structure mismatch as
well as lattice mismatch related structural defects were observed. The
macroscopic electrical characteristics for all interfaces reflected the large
inhomogeneities of the graphene layer along with poor coverage. Further,
scattered carrier transport across graphene/Si interfaces could be studied
using the RBEEM technique. The efficiency of scattered carrier transport
compared to direct hot carrier transport in graphene was studied.

The relaxation mechanism of hot carriers in graphene has been a subject
of recent research interest [36, 38] specifically with respect to their decay
time. The last device (CVD graphene/n-Si) was fabricated to exclusively
probe the feasibility and to understand the attenuation of hot electron
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transport in graphene. However, it also proved to be the most intriguing
one. Large values of the transmission were obtained and the transport
could be differentiated as belonging to two different regimes. Although
thresholds corresponding to hot electron transport across an energy bar-
rier could be linked to few regions, most regions showed signatures of a
permeable base transistor with large currents (upto 970 pA/nA implying
a transfer ratio of 97%) and no observable threshold. It is to be noted
that the influence of electric field, at such local regions, in modifying the
graphene/Si interface, for such devices is significant as compared to those
with a Au top layer.

Better quality of large area graphene (with uniform coverage) on Si will
enable imaging and thus a corroboration with transport (spectroscopy).
Clean interfaces both at injection and collection interface are required
for stable imaging and this will be interesting to pursue. Further in-
vestigation and alternative theoretical models for BEEM studies on gra-
phene/semiconductors are necessary for the completeness of understand-
ing of out-of-plane charge transport at the nanoscale across such interfaces
and their potential applications.
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